Primitive Mammoth Hunters and the Earliest Breed of Dog
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Abstract

Primitive man have managed to survive in the rigorous climatic conditions of the arctic regions in northeast Asia owing to the hunting for mammoth, bison, wooly rhinoceros and other Pleistocene mammals with the assistance of the laika, a domesticated wolf. This is how the colonization of the Arctic began. The domestic dog appeared in this region about 25 - 30 thousand years ago as a result of the severe climatic conditions in which both hunting tribes and the ancestors of the domestic dog had to live. A wolf is a predator, an able hunter. Therefore, most likely wolves were originally trained to hunt with humans—the leaders of the hunting pack. Thus, in northeast Asia, there was a direct relationship between man’s colonization of the Arctic, the appearance of the hunting dog, and a decrease in the number of mammoth, bison, and other large animals in the region, as a result of hunting when whole herds were killed.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the Arctic is of intense interest to the world. It is connected with the continental shelf’s energy resources and the actual problems of Earth’s climate, abilities of the Northern Maritime, fishing and tourism.

The question of how man managed to survive and earn his living in the severe climatic conditions of the arctic regions in northeast Asia (later on moved to America) in the Late Paleolithic (30 ka) is very interesting. Another intriguing question is how the domestication of the wolf in the given areas came about. It is a problematical interdisciplinary subject, directly connected with the history of mankind and the beginning of human survival in the Arctic.

About 30 thousand years ago, hunting tribes reached arctic latitudes in Siberia, northeast Asia. This is evi-
enced by a Paleolithic site found at the mouth of the Yana river (at 30 ka) falling into the Laptev Sea [1] (Figure 1). According to Schirrmiesner et al. [2], at 48 - 33.5 ka the climate in the Lena river delta was close to that existing now.

Primitive man hunted for mammoth, bison, woolly rhinoceros, musk-ox, wild horse and other animals. He could see that along with him wolves preyed on these large animals too, migrating toward northeast Asia. These two hunters, man and wolf, constantly ran into each other, particularly beside the bodies of dead mammoths.

Ancient hunters could see that the wolf is an intelligent, cautious and observant animal; it has excellent hearing and sight, and a fantastic sense of smell. A wolf can lie in ambush and wait for a convenient moment to attack prey. It can run fast (up to 65 km/h), is strong, and knows well that hunting in packs for large animals yields better results.

Of all the animals, the dog is man’s best friend and helper. However, the questions concerned with the origin of the domestic dog are debatable and as yet poorly studied. No wonder they are ignored by many authors [3]. Genetic scientists from the USA, Sweden, and Australia have concluded that the domestic dog first appeared in northeast Asia. This conclusion was based on the fact that the gene composition of dogs from this region is highly variable, which is indicative of their long evolution [3]. The finding of two dog skulls on the Rassokha River, a left tributary of Alazeya falling into the East Siberian Sea, confirm this conclusion (Figure 1). The skulls were removed from the Edoma Formation aged at 25 - 35 ka [4].

2. With Wolf to Domestic Dog

According to molecular genetic data, it’s clearly defined that, all dogs are descendants of wolves. Apparently the domestication of the wolf went on in several populations [5] at different times in different regions of the world [6] [7]. We won’t discuss where and when the domestic dog first appeared and became important for man [7]-[9]. We’ll focus on an interesting little-studied theme—the reasons and methods of the domestication of the wolf. There could have been several reasons and ways. Man needed dogs as: helpers for hunting [8]-[12]; a food source [13]; a protector of the dead [9]; a guard [14] [15]; a friend [9]; a draught dog, a deer flushing dog etc.

Figure 1. East siberia. Locations: ■—Man settlement in Yana river mouth; ▲—site of discovery of dog skulls along Rassokha river; ●—Berelekh mammoth “cemetery”.
Wolf breeding in China for food apparently was like keeping rabbits and foxes in cages, *i.e.* not domestication. A wolf is a predator, an able hunter. Therefore most likely wolves were originally trained to hunt with humans – the leaders of the hunting pack. Only after domestication did the dog become a guard, a friend, a draught dog etc.

For many thousands of years, hunting tribes from the North East-Asia could take still blind wolf-cubs from their dens (examples of this are seen even nowadays) to breed them. Growing together with the hunters’ children, the wolves could retain the smell of man in their memory, imitate man’s voice, first making short sharp sounds and centuries later, learning to bark. The ability to bark is a great advantage of dogs over wolves, which can only howl.

Grown in captivity and then set free (due to the problems of feeding and keeping), the half-domestic wolves could hardly survive in the rigorous conditions of the Arctic. They couldn’t rival wolves living in the wild, which were taught to obtain food by their mothers. These half-domestic wolves couldn’t make sense of the sounds produced by wild wolves. Therefore in the cold and barren Arctic they had to adapt themselves to man (hunger made them remember that humans give food), get accustomed to his smell. Little by little they were winning man’s confidence. Thousands of years later, these wolves could give rise to a new species Canis familiaris (domestic dog) of the genus Canis (dog, wolf).

In their young age (“a critical period”), domestic animals gain early experience of contact with people, which is inherited by future generations [16]. This was the case with the domesticated wolf.

When selecting a domestic dog to help in hunting, primitive man took into account its morpho-functional characteristics [17]. This sped up the processes of morpho-physiological differentiation and specialization of individual breeds [18] (p. 16). As a result, there is a great variety of domestic dogs nowadays. Repeated inter-breeding of domestic dogs with wolves and wild dogs as well as intraspecific hybridization could have played an important role in this.

In his wonderful book “Origin of species by means of natural selection”, Charles Darwin wrote: “…habit, with some degree of selection, has probably concurred in civilising by inheritance our dogs” [19] (p. 215). High rate of appearance (presumably less than thousand years) of huge amount (over 200) of breeds of dogs shows their remarkable variability and efficiency of artificial selection [20]. The domestication process was facilitated by hunting with humans, making use of one of the wolf’s genetic traits - predisposition to hunting. Wolf is a clever beast that is why it could quickly learn the instructions of hunter (group leader) while hunting – driving mammoths and other representatives of mammoth fauna into shore cliffs or fragile ice.

The former implies that vast Yakutia located in the extreme north, Eastern Asia may be referred to as the center or one of the centers of the domestic dog’s origin. It appears that the strong northern hunting dog (“laika”) with three-cusped carnassial teeth [21] and sharp-tipped erect ears, as with wolves, is the earliest breed of domestic dog.

Thus, in severe climatic conditions the ancestors of the domestic dog could have made friends with humans hunting for mammoths and other animals. Severe climatic conditions of the North East-Asia, where one can make living mainly only by hunting, forced wolf to adapt to live with primitive hunter. On cold expanses, all covered with snow (sometimes deep), of the Arctic, hunger forced wolf to shorten the distance of avoiding. It was caused by numerous attempts of hunters to domesticate wolf-cubs, *i.e.* beginnings of selection. From the available scientific data it follows that in Yakutia with the most severe climate in the whole of eastern Asia, where humans could not survive just by gathering, about 30 thousand years ago the hunting tribes and wild beasts (half-domesticated wolves) needed each other’s help for survival more badly than people and animals on the continents with better living conditions. Primitive man inhabiting the territory of present-day Yakutia hunted for mammoths for about 20 - 25 thousand years. This was a long enough period for him to breed a helper for hunting. He apparently was first on Earth to domesticate a wolf. Only the hunting laika could have descended from the wolf and survived in the adverse climatic conditions about 30 thousand years ago thanks to its stamina and great skill in hunting. It retained many qualities of a wolf. The author has observed more than once in arctic Yakutia how wolves hunted in packs for reindeer and laikas for hares and squirrels. It appears that it was precisely such a helper that primitive man needed, one which could make a team with him. Dogs helped man to stalk mammoths, bison and other animals, they distracted their attention from the human hunters, they could surround a prey animal or even whole mammoth herds much quicker than humans could, and were indispensable in bringing animals to shore cliffs (Figure 2) or ambushes (in the present day one may see how laikas in the tundra drive domestic reindeer to herdsmen; a deer herd of 3 - 4 thousand heads has been driven to a new area
A hunter bred a dog for hunting by selection, taking into account the above-mentioned qualities. Since hunting was the earliest occupation of man in the extreme north this proves that the laika is the oldest domestic dog on Earth.

### 3. Hunting Mammoths

Primitive man could have survived in the severe climate by killing large animals, mammoths among them, to obtain food. About 40 thousand heads of mammoths lived annually in northeast Asia at the time of the mammoths’ prime (30 - 15 thousand years ago) [22]. It is reasonable to suppose that hunting for such giants was difficult without special tools. First people of the North East-Asia were armed with stone tools and flint-tipped spears. Mammoths have long hair with dense undercoat, thick skin (1.0 - 1.5 cm). That is why hunting mammoths by bringing them to shore cliffs or fragile ice was more effective than hunting with mentioned tools. Hunting by bringing animals to shore cliffs etc. has been known for a long time. What was unclear was how humans managed to drive mammoths anywhere. Judging by modern elephants, in case of need mammoths could run faster than people over short distances, and could scatter to escape from danger (steep cliffs, ice, ambushes). The participation of dogs made hunting successful. But this led to a significant decrease in the number of mammoths and bison (there was a large quantity of both). It could be assumed that, during the existence of mammoths there were not a large number of humans, and so humans could not have caused the disappearance of these animals. However, from the foregoing it follows that in order to have a piece of meat for a meal primitive hunters killed whole mammoth herds by driving them to shore cliffs or to the ice covering deep rivers, lakes and former river-beds with the help of dogs. Since meat in the skin got rotten very quickly, the hunters had to obtain fresh meat every week by killing mammoths again and again. This shows that man has played a significant role in the reduction of the mammoth population, and can explain the presence of “bone yards” scattered along rivers in the arctic regions of northeast Asia. In Africa, primitive hunters of large animals didn’t cause significant reduction of their diversity [23]. Except meat, they used edible plants. In contrast, our ancestors in the Northeastern Asia had to be content mostly with the meat of animals, because they had nothing to gather (except berries during very short summer).

The Berelekh mammoth cemetery extends for 200 m along the river under the same name, a left tributary of
the Indigirka falling into the East Siberian Sea. Before erosion, it occurred at the cultural layer level at a depth of 2.55 m. In 1970, a group of specialists from the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (St. Petersburg) headed by Prof. Vereshchagin, an expert on mammoths, collected there over 10 thousand bones belonging to no less than 120 mammoths (Figures 1, 3). According to Vereshchagin [24], 1600 - 1800 mammoths died at this site within a short period. Their bones are buried under the ground of the Berelekh river. Judging from the bones, mainly cows, young animals and calves died. Hunters knew well that the meat of big bulls is very tough, hard for chewing. Evidently there was much feed in this place and mammoth herds often came and fell prey. Wolf bones have also been found there. Some of the mammoth bones (radiocarbon dating yielded the ages of 10.0 - 12.0 to 13.7 ka) show signs of having been gnawed by wolves, wolverines and, likely, dogs. There is a primitive human campsite near this place (71° N), where a piece of tusk with the figure of a mammoth inscribed on it has been discovered. Apparently the hind leg of a mammoth found there (175 cm long, weight 170 kg) (Figure 4) was part of the humans’ supply. It has been excellently preserved in the frozen earth. The leg was covered with hide and long red hair.

Driven hunting for large animals was used later on during mass culling of wild reindeers. It’s defined by archaeologists based on materials of Paleolithic cultural monuments in Okhotsk-Kolyma highland at northeastern Asia [25]. Now we know how the domestication of wolves happened in eastern Asia, where dogs became domesticated earlier than anywhere else according to the referenced (and other) scientists [26] genetic research.

Thus, in northeast Asia there was a direct relationship between the hunting of representatives of the mammoth fauna by ancient humans, the appearance of the hunting dog, and a decrease in the number of mammoths, bison and other large animals in the region.

Nomadic hunters of mammoth fauna, settled North-East Asia 30 thousand years ago, after about 10, or a few thousand years, they have started to enter America by land bridge between Chukotka and Alaska. Later on, they settled this continent [27]. According to genetic data, Asian origin of Native Americans is without any doubt [23] [28].

4. Conclusions

Primitive men have managed to survive in the rigorous climatic conditions of the arctic regions in northeast Asia owing to the hunting of mammoths, bison, wooly rhinoceros and other Pleistocene mammals with the as-
sistance of the laika, a domesticated wolf. In northeastern Asia there was no sheet glaciation for the last 60 thousand years.

The author believes that, the above-mentioned is the most logic explanation of wolf domestication in the North East-Asia and early human settlement in Arctic. This is how the colonization of the Arctic began. This colonization is one of the great achievements of mankind within the last 30 - 35 thousand years.
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